
High Speed Right Angle HDMI® 
Cables with Ethernet  

For systems that demand increased performance and quality, Slimline AV cables from Peerless 

are designed for enhanced data delivery and maximum durability. Oxygen-free PCOFC 

conductors and gun-metal plated zinc connectors provide optimal protection against RFI/

EMI interference. Combined with 24k gold-plated contacts, this allows for high-speed transfers 

with minimal signal loss or distortion. Precision engineered for a crisp picture and crystal clear 

sound, Slimline AV cables take performance to the next level.

SLW-HDRU05
SLW-HDRZ05

CLICK: www.peerlessmounts.com CALL: 800.865.2112 FAX: 800.359.6500

16' (5m)
CABLE LENGTH

0.55" (14mm)

0.12" (3mm)



Visit peerlessmounts.com to see the full line of Peerless LCD/plasma, projector and TV/monitor mounts.  
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Model Numbers

 SLW-HDRU05  16' (5m) High Speed HDMI® Cables with Ethernet for rear mounted connections - 90° connector
 SLW-HDRZ05   16’ (5m) High Speed HDMI® Cables with Ethernet for side mounted connections - 270° connector

   Right-angled HDMI® connector projects only 14mm from rear of TV screen’s HDMI socket (plug 
inserted) - compared to 30mm for ‘rotating/swivel’ type HDMI connectors

   Ultra slim flat cable 3mm thick – compared to 8mm of typical round HDMI cables of equal 
performance

   Right angled (90°) HDMI connection fits the vast majority of flat panel screens with a horizontal 
HDMI socket (SLW-HDRU05)

   Right angled (270°) HDMI connection fits the vast majority of flat panel screens with side-
mounted HDMI sockets (SLW-HDRZ05)

   High Speed HDMI® Cable with Ethernet - HDMI® certified

   100Mbps Ethernet Channel for connecting Internet-enabled AV devices minimizing cabling

   Audio Return Channel eliminates need for additional audio cable between TV with integrated 
receiver and Amplifier

   Supports 4k x 2k image resolutions (2160p) @ 24Hz and FULL HD (1080p) compatible

   Increased color profile support for digital cameras

   Exacting cable geometry delivers high speed data transfer rates 

   PCOFC conductors for reduced signal distortion and enhanced AV performance

   Gunmetal-plated zinc hard shell for added RFI/EMI noise rejection

Part No. DescriPtioN cable leNgth UPc Package Weight

SLW-HDRU05

SLW-HDRZ05

High Speed HDMI® Cables with Ethernet
for rear mounted connections - 90° connector

High Speed HDMI® Cables with Ethernet
for side mounted connections - 270° connector

16' (5m)

16’ (5m)

735029275459

735029275466

1.2lb (0.5kg)

1.2lb (0.5kg)

Specifications

Features

 Not for in-wall use.

For rear mounted connections

SLW-HDRU05 
90° connector

For side mounted connections

SLW-HDRZ05 
270° connector
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